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Predicting NMR Relaxation Rates in Anisotropically
Tumbling Proteins through Networks of Coupled Rotators
Gabrielle Nodet,[a] Daniel Abergel,*[a] and Geoffrey Bodenhausen[a, b]

1. Introduction

In the past decades, the study of internal motions in proteins
has attracted much attention, motivated by the relevance of
internal dynamics of macromolecules to their function and ac-
tivity. Thus, beyond the well-known structural–functional rela-
tionships, we seek to identify a more complex structural–dy-
namical–functional relationship. In this context, the existence
of a connection between the three-dimensional structure of a
protein and its internal dynamics was recently investigated by
the authors.[1, 2] A simple dynamic model based on a network
of coupled reactors (NCR) is fully adapted to the prediction of
NMR relaxation rates, as it focuses on the fluctuations of the
orientations of vectors, rather than on atomic displacements.
With some simplifying assumptions it is possible to derive ap-
proximate analytical solutions of the dynamic equations lead-
ing to quantities that are central to relaxation,[1] such as order
parameters, correlation functions and relaxation rates. The NCR
approach was recently applied to the calcium-binding protein
calbindin to rationalize the effects of calcium binding on order
parameters and effective internal correlation times.[2]

From an experimental NMR perspective, order parameters
and effective internal correlation times, as defined in the
model-free approach, have emerged as a compromise descrip-
tion for the characterization of the internal correlation func-
tions, and hence the spectral density functions that determine
the spin-relaxation rates. However, in order to test the predic-
tive power of a theory, a direct comparison between theoreti-
cal and experimental relaxation rates is certainly more mean-
ingful, and avoids the unwarranted approximation of a single
internal correlation time as embodied in the basic model-free
approach. We have recently suggested the ability of our NCR
model to predict 15N NMR relaxation rates.[3] Herein, we pursue
this goal further and extend previous investigations to the
case of anisotropic overall tumbling. In a different perspective,
the NCR model allows one to predict the degree of anisotropy
of the local motions, which is caused by the intrinsic lack of
symmetry of the coupling potential, and the fact that this
hardly affects spin relaxation rates is also discussed.

2. Theory

In a series of recent articles[1–3] the basics of the NCR approach
were described in detail, and several applications were pre-
sented. In this section we briefly outline its general features
and emphasize some aspects that were not discussed previ-
ously. The NCR approach provides a simple model for the de-
scription of the internal dynamics of a protein provided that
1) the overall and internal motions are statistically decoupled
and 2) the internal motions are of limited amplitude.

In this model, internal dynamics are treated in the spaces of
the angles formed by internuclear vectors (rotators) that con-
stitute the network. These unitary vectors are parallel to the
chemical bonds in the molecule. In order to predict 15N–1H
dipole–dipole (DD) and 15N chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) re-
laxation, one must include the unitary vectors u ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(nihi) aligned
with the N!H bonds. Other types of vectors such as u(Ca

i H
a
i ),

u(C0
iOi), u(C

0
iC

a
i ), u(C

b
i C

g
i ),…can be incorporated into the net-

work. The time evolution of all vectors can be described by
a set of rotational Langevin equations, which can be linearized
if the internal motions have small amplitudes and are inde-
pendent of overall rotational diffusion, thus leading to analyti-
cal expressions that are amenable to simple numerical solu-
tions.[1,4]

Herein 15N relaxation was assumed to result from contribu-
tions of the 15N–1H dipole and 15N CSA relaxation, and interfer-
ence effects were not taken into consideration.

We show that the prediction of 15N relaxation rates in proteins
can be extended to systems with anisotropic global rotational
diffusion by using a network of coupled rotators (NCR), starting
from a three-dimensional structure. The relaxation rates predicted
by this method are confronted in several examples with experi-
ments performed by other groups. The NCR spectral density func-

tions are compared with the results obtained from reduced spec-
tral density mapping. The consequence of the timescales of inter-
nal motions on the predicted relaxation rates and the effects of
the predicted local anisotropy—present only in the case of aniso-
tropic overall tumbling—on dynamic parameters, are discussed.
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Following Redfield’s relaxation theory,[5] longitudinal and
transverse 15N relaxation rates R1i and R2i, and the 15N{1H} nu-
clear Overhauser effect hNHi of each amide group NiHi are ex-
pressed in terms of the auto-correlation spectral density func-
tion Jii(w) [Eq. (1)]:

R1i " d2 Jii wN ! wH# $ % 3Jii wN# $ % 6Jii wN % wH# $& ' % 2c2Jii wN# $

R2i " d2

!

2Jii#0$ %
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4
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! "
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In these equations, c2i "
gNB0Ds

i
N# $2

15 and d2 " m0!hgNgH# $2

10 4p r3NHh i# $2, rNH is the

average NiHi distance, gH and gN are the 1H and 15N gyromag-
netic ratios, m0 is the vacuum magnetic susceptibility and !h is
the reduced Planck constant. The chemical shift anisotropy
tensor is assumed to be axially symmetric and identical for all
15N nuclei, and Dsi

N " si
jj ! si

? denotes the anisotropy. Here si
jj

represents the component of the 15N chemical shift tensor that
is parallel to u(NiHi) and si

? represents its perpendicular com-
ponents. A detailed analysis of the CSA tensors in ubiquitin
has shown that variations for different amide 15N nuclei are not
very large.[6] The spectral density Jii is the Fourier transform of
the auto-correlation function Cii(t), and is the same for amide
15N–1H dipolar and 15N CSA relaxation. If overall tumbling of
the protein is isotropic, the correlation function Cii(t) can be
factorized [Eq. (2)]:

Cii#t$ " C0#t$C I
ii#t$ " exp ! t

to

# $

C I
ii#t$ #2$

where t0 is the characteristic time of overall rotational diffusion
of the protein. Herein, we shall discuss the consequences of
anisotropic overall tumbling, where the factorization of Equa-
tion (2) is no longer possible. However, in the special case of
isotropic overall diffusion, and for small amplitude motions,
the internal correlation function C I

ii#t$ is [Eq. (3)]:

C I
ii#t$ " 1! 3 u2

ix % u2
iy

D Eeq
%3 uix#0$uix#t$ % uiy#0$uiy#t$

% &

#3$

where uix and uiy are Cartesian components perpendicular to
the average (equilibrium) vector hu(NiHi)i.[1] The order parame-
ter relative to the motions of DD and CSA interactions of the
NiHi spin pair is S2ii " 1! 3 u2

ix % u2
iy

D Eeq
. For small-amplitude

motions, the Langevin equations describing the dynamics of
the network can be linearized, which permits one to derive ap-
proximate expressions of the averages u2

ix

% &

and u2
iy

D E

and of
the correlation functions huix(0)uix(t)i and huiy(0)uiy(t)i.

The overall NCR potential U results from the sum of pair po-
tentials U " S

i<j
Uij given by Equation (4):

Uij " ! 1
2
k0kT1i1j uix; uiy; ujx; ujy

' (

H uix; uiy; ujx; ujy

' (T #4$

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, k0 is
a common scaling factor that defines the stiffness of the po-
tential, and 1i and 1j are the local densities in the vicinity of
the “reference atoms” of the coupled vectors ui and uj.

[1] The
matrix elements of H in the pair potential are given by the 3D
structure of the protein. The NCR gives the correlation func-
tions of the components uix and uiy of the N vectors ui com-
prised in the network, i=1,…,N, by the 2N equations [Eq. (5)]:

Vjb#t$ " eAtVjb#0$ #5$

where the various Vjb(t), with b=x,y, denote vectors that con-
tribute to the correlation functions, defined in Equation (6):

Vjx#t$ " u1x#t$ujx#0$; u1y#t$ujx#0$; :::; uNx#t$ujx#0$; uNy#t$ujx#0$
' (T

Vjy#t$ " u1x#t$ujy#0$; u1y#t$ujy#0$; :::; uNx#t$ujy#0$; uNy#t$ujy#0$
' (T

(

#6$

with j=1,…,N. The matrix A in Equation (5) is given by Equa-
tion (7):[1]
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In Equation (7), the coefficients aab
i , cabij , and so forth, are de-

fined by the equilibrium structure of the molecule through the
coupling potential U ; the diffusion coefficients Di refer to the
individual network vectors ui.

[1] In the simplest version of the
NCR model, all vectors are assigned a common value D1=D2=
…=D. The characteristic diffusion time of the network vectors
is defined from the diffusion coefficient D as the time after
which the vectors have dephased by 1 rad on average [Eq. (8)]:

tD " 1
6D

#8$

Thus D acts as a scaling factor of the timescale of the inter-
nal dynamics. The evolution equations can be written in a
more compact form by combining the vectors Vjb(t) in a matrix
V in Equation (9):

V#t$ " &V1x#t$,V1y#t$, . . . ,Vjx#t$,Vjy#t$, . . . ,VNx#t$,VNy#t$' #9$

which obeys the differential equation [Eq. (10)]:

V#t$ " exp #At$V#0$ " WTexp &diag#l1, . . . , l2N$t'WV#0$ #10$

where W is the matrix of the eigenvectors of A, and {li} (i=
1,…,2N) are its eigenvalues. The latter are proportional to the
common diffusion coefficient D and represent the rotational ei-
genmodes of the network. In Equation (10), V(0) is the cova-
riance matrix, which completely defines the equilibrium state
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of the network [Eq. (11)] .
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Equation (11) is obtained from the NCR model by solving Equa-
tion (24) of ref. [1] . Hence, the correlation functions Cii(t) can
readily be calculated from Equations (2), (3), and (10) and sub-
sequently Fourier transformed to yield the spectral density
functions JNCRii [Eq. (12)]:

JNCRii #w$ "
Z 1

0
Cii#t$ cos#wt$dt #12$

Herein, the theory outlined above will be generalized to the
case of anisotropic overall tumbling, where the correlation
functions cannot be factorized as in Equation (2). In this case,
the rotational diffusion of the protein as a whole modulates
the effects of internal dynamics on NMR relaxation, and the
spin relaxation rates depend on the orientation of the u(NiHi)
vectors with respect to the principal axes of the protein diffu-
sion tensor.[7, 8]

For an overall diffusion described by a symmetric top model
the correlation function Cii(t) is given in Equation (13), using
the conventions used by Daragan and Mayo:[9]

Cii#t$"
X

r"%2

r"0

e!Drt

!

xir;1 1! 3 u2
ix % u2

iy

D Eeq+ ,

% xir;2 u2
ix ! u2

iy

D Eeq

%3xir;3 uix#0$uix#t$ % uiy#0$uiy#t$
% &

%xir;4 uix#0$uix#t$ ! uiy#0$uiy#t$
% &

"

#13$

where the symbol Dr denotes the three eigenvalues of the
overall diffusion tensor and the coefficients xir, s relate the
orientation of the vector u(NiHi) to the diffusion tensor frame.
The expressions of xir, s are defined by Daragan and Mayo[9] and
are reproduced in Table 1. In Equation (13), one recognizes the
term 1! 3 u2

ix % u2
iy

D Eeq
that corresponds to the order parame-

ter S2ii for isotropic global motion. The additional contributions

of u2
ix ! u2

iy

D Eeq
arise from the anisotropy of internal motions.

Note that these are revealed only when the overall tumbling of
the protein is anisotropic. Since

P2
r"0 xir;2 " 0, these contribu-

tions vanish at t=0. They are expected to be non-negligible
only at intervals long enough that the contributions from the
different terms e!Drt, r=0,1, 2, become significantly different.
Thus, for an anisotropically tumbling protein, spin relaxation
depends on the protein structure in two different ways in the
NCR approach: through the coupling potential, which deter-
mines the averages of these vector fluctuations; and through
the orientation of the equilibrium vectors with respect to the
overall diffusion tensor, as expressed by the coefficients xir, s in
Table 1. However, the effects of internal motions on relaxation
are masked by those of global motions at long times, and the
contributions of local anisotropy to 15N relaxation are therefore
expected to be very small.

Experimental Section

The Network: Recent improvements in the computing procedure
allowed us to speed up computations and therefore to use up to
eight different types of vectors in the calculations: u(NiHi), u(C

a
i H

a
i ),

u(C0
iOi), u(C0

iC
a
i ), u(Ca

i C
b
i ), u(Cb

i C
g
i ), u(C0

iNi+1), u(Ca
i Ni) and u(YiZi)

where Yi and Zi denote atoms located in the side-chains, as shown
in Table 2. This improvement does not lead to prohibitive compu-
tation times (a few minutes on a PC) and in principle allows for the
investigation of side chains. Using a network comprising a large
number of vector types made it
necessary to adapt some of the
parameters in the potential.
Thus, a cut-off distance Rc=5 "
and a scaling factor k0=2.5
were used in all calculations in
this work. The choice of tD for
the network is discussed below.

Correlation Functions: The over-
all tumbling correlation time t0
[or, for anisotropic tumbling,
the overall diffusion tensor ei-
genvalues Dr (r=1,2, 3)] were
determined from the ratios R2/
R1, using established meth-
ods.[10] In the case of isotropic
overall tumbling, the internal correlation functions C I

ii#t$ were cal-
culated from uix#t$uix#0$h i and uiy#t$uiy#0$

% &

by numerical evalua-
tion of Equations (3) and (10–11). Due to the presence of overall
tumbling, the characteristic diffusion time tD does not lead to a
mere scaling of the relaxation rates. Rather, it is the ratio tD/t0 that
affects the spin relaxation rates. The time step used in the calcula-
tions is small enough to describe correctly the initial part of the

correlation function, where varia-
tions are mainly due to fast inter-
nal dynamics. Calculations using
Equation (10) extended to 5tD; at
which point C I

ii#t$ was observed
to have reached a plateau value
numerically, and could therefore
safely be assumed stationary, so
that for t)5tD, C

I
ii#t$ was replaced

by its equilibrium value S2ii . Calcu-
lations of the total correlation

Table 1. Coefficients xir, s that depend on the angle fi between the equilibrium position of a vector huii and
the symmetry axis of the diffusion tensor.

s\r 0 1 2

1 1=4 3 cos2 fi ! 1# $2 3 cos2 fi sin
2 fi

3=4 sin
4 fi

2 3=4 3 cos2 fi ! 1# $ sin2 fi !3 cos2 fi sin
2 fi

3=4 1% cos2 fi# $ sin2 fi

3 3=2 cos
2 fi sin

2 fi
1=4 2% cos 2fi % cos 4fi# $2 1=4 3% cos 2fi# $ sin2 fi

4 9=2 cos
2 fi sin

2 fi !3=2 1% 2 cos 2fi# $ sin2 fi !3=2 sin
4 fi

Table 2. Vector types in side-
chains of various amino acid res-
idues.

Residue Vector u(YiZi)

LEU u Cg
i ! Cd1

i

) *

u Cg
i ! Cd2

i

) *

MET u Sdi ! Ce1
i

) *

GLU u Cd
i ! Oe1

i

) *

GLN u Cd
i ! Oe1

i

) *

LYS u Ce
i ! Nz

i

) *

ARG u Cz
i ! Nh1

i

) *

TYR u Cz
i ! Oh

i

) *
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functions Cii(t) using Equation (2)
were then extended to times of
up to 5t0 and Fourier transformed.
The resulting spectral density
functions Jii(w) at frequencies w=
0,wN,wH,wH*wN, which are rele-
vant to Equation (1), were deter-
mined by spline interpolation. All
calculations were performed using
Scilab software.[11]

For anisotropic global rotational
diffusion, the correlation functions
uix#t$uix#0$h i and uiy#t$uiy#0$

% &

were calculated in a similar way
and their values were inserted in
Equation (13) to provide the total
correlation function Cii(t). Calcula-
tions were performed for times t+
5#max 1

6Dr

+ ,

.

Spectral Density Mapping: The
spectral density mapping (SDM)
analysis of relaxation rates[12,13]

consists in extracting the values of
the spectral density functions only
at frequencies that contribute to
the relaxation rates, that is at
Jii(0), Jii(wN), Jii(wH), Jii(wH*wN). This
approach was adapted to situa-
tions where only three independ-
ent measurements are available. In this so-called reduced spectral
density mapping (rSDM), the high-frequency contributions to relax-
ation rates are assumed to be equal: Jii(wh)= Jii(wh)= Jii(wh*wn).

[14–

16] The spectral density functions at three frequencies, JSDMii #0$,
JSDMii #wN$ and JSDMii #wh$ can be extracted from three 15N relaxation
measurements for each residue i [Eq. (14)]:

JSDMii #wh$ "
R1i
5d2

gN
gH

hNHi ! 1# $

JSDMii #wN$ "
R1i

3d2%2c2 1! 7gN
5gN

hNHi ! 1# $
+ ,

JSDMii #wN$ "
1

4 3d2%2c2# $ 6R2i ! R1i 3% 18gN
5gN

hNHi ! 1# $
+ ,h i

8

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

:

#14$

According to Redfield’s theory, the right hand side in the first line
of Equation (14) should be equal to [Eq. (15)]:

R1i

5d2

gN

gH
hNHi ! 1# $ "

6Jii wN % wH# $ ! Jii wN ! wH# $
5

#15$

[see Eq. (1)] . Thus the high-frequency term JSDMii #wh$ can be com-
pared quite naturally to the quantity JNCRii #wh$ defined as [Eq. (16)]:

JNCRii #wh$
6JNCRii wH % wN# $ ! JNCRii wH ! wN# $

5
#16$

which can be calculated through the NCR approach.

Chemical Exchange: The decay of transverse magnetization is de-
termined by the rate Rapp

2 =Rtrue
2 +Rex, that is, by a combination of

relaxation Rtrue
2 and exchange broadening Rex. Transverse relaxation

rates R2 are sensitive to internal motions that occur on timescales
shorter than the overall tumbling time t0 of the molecule. In con-
trast, chemical exchange contributions Rex to the decay of trans-
verse magnetization originate from chemical shift modulations
that occur on timescales of ms–ms, reflecting local fluctuations of

the electronic environment caused by internal motions. Clearly, ex-
change contributions cannot be predicted by the NCR model. They
must be subtracted from the apparent relaxation rates Rapp

2i of the
15N nucleus of the ith residue before comparing Rtrue

2i " Rapp
2i ! Rexi

with the rates RNCR
2i predicted from NCR theory.

3. Results

3.1. Predicting Relaxation Rates in Isotropically Tumbling
Proteins by NCR-Comparison with Reduced Spectral Density
Mapping (rSDM)

Now we present an extension of previous findings,[3] and illus-
trate the potential of our approach with several examples. In
order to confront our theory with experimental measurements,
we predicted the 15N relaxation rates RNCR

1i , RNCR
2i and hNCR

NHi for the
proteins Lysozyme[17] and Interleukin-4[18] and compared them
to the experimental rates. The simple dynamic model of Equa-
tion (3) was used and the network comprised eight types of
vectors (instead of only four[3]), based on the NMR structures
of the proteins.[19,20] The characteristic time of internal diffusion
was set to tD=300 ps. The Rex i contributions (36 in Interleukin-
4,[18] 30 in Lysozyme[17]) were subtracted from the apparent
rates Rapp

2i and our predictions RNCR
2i were compared with the

corrected experimental rates Rtrue
2i " Rapp

2i ! Rexi, as shown in
Figure 1. The agreement between our predictions and the ex-
periments was estimated by several complementary criteria :
Spearman rank–order and linear correlation coefficients 1s and
1l,

[21] and root mean-square deviations s, as shown in Table 3.
In addition, a moving average sm of the root mean square de-
viation was calculated over a window of five neighbouring res-

Figure 1. Predicted relaxation rates calculated from the structures of a) Lysozyme[17] and b) Interleukin-4.[18] The
predicted rates RNCR

1i , RNCR
2i and hNCR

NHi are denoted by (red circles). Experimental rates Rtrue
2i " Rapp

2i ! Rex, R
exp
1i and hexp

NHi

are depicted by (blue squares). At the top of the figure secondary structure elements are represented, with a-heli-
ces as blue boxes and b-strands as pink arrows.
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idues (see Figure 2). It is clear from this figure that large values
of sm are associated with loop regions of the proteins. Interest-
ingly, for both proteins, the rates predicted for each ensemble
of structures exhibit large dispersions in these loops, which
may be due to the lack of accuracy of the NMR structure in
these regions. These results emphasize the crucial role of struc-
ture in the NCR approach.

The rSDM analysis based on amide 15N experimental relaxa-
tion rates Rtrue

2i , Rexp
1i , h

exp
NHi, was compared to the spectral density

functions predicted by the NCR approach. Again, the statistical
agreement between predicted spectral densities JNCRii #0$,
JNCRii #wN$, JNCRii #wh$, and obtained from experiments,
JSDMii #0$,JSDMii #wN$, JSDMii #wh$, was measured through three esti-
mators (Table 4). For Interleukin-4, the agreement between
predicted NCR and rSDM values is satisfactory for JNCRii #wN$ vs
JSDMii #wN$ and JNCRii #wh$ vs JSDMii #wh$. In contrast, predicted
JNCRii #wh$ in Lysozyme correlate rather poorly with JSDMii #wh$ ex-
tracted from experimental data (Figure 3). This is related to the
discrepancies observed between the Overhauser rates hNCR

NHi and
hexp
NHi, since NOEs reflect the contributions of the spectral densi-

ty functions at high frequencies. Interestingly, the experimental

hexp
NHi profile is rather flat across the entire protein whilst the

predicted hNCR
NHi rates exhibit more pronounced local variations.

Neither local nor global root mean square deviations differ sig-
nificantly in Lysozyme and in Interleukin-4. In the latter, varia-
tions of hexp

NHi are reasonably well predicted, as attested by good
correlation coefficients.

3.2. NCR Predictions of Relaxation Rates in the Presence of
Anisotropic Overall Diffusion

As explained above, anisotropic global diffusion affects spin re-
laxation in a manner that depends on the orientations of the
vectors with respect to the overall diffusion tensor. In order to
show that the NCR approach is not limited to isotropic overall
tumbling, we considered the protein GB3, which is known to
exhibit significant anisotropic diffusion. Overall diffusion in GB3
can be described by an axially symmetric diffusion tensor with
D j j/D?=1.68*0.08.[22] Relaxation rates were predicted from
Equation (13), by using eight types of vectors in the network,
which were extracted from the X-ray structure[23] of protein

GB3. The characteristic internal
diffusion time tD was set to tD=
300 ps.

In order to investigate the im-
plications of diffusional anisotro-
py, calculations were performed
on protein GB3 using various
dynamic models. A comparison
of our predictions with experi-
mental measurements[22] is
shown in Figure 4. For residue
Lys 9, an exchange contribution
Rex i=1.0*0.3 s!1 was taken into
account. Three situations were
investigated: a rigid molecule
with anisotropic diffusion, an
isotropically tumbling protein
with internal dynamics, and a
more realistic model of an aniso-
tropically tumbling molecule
with internal motions. In the
rigid body (* in Figure 4), the
predicted rates RNCR

2i are uniform
in b-sheets, where NH vectors
are roughly parallel, whereas
they show a sawtooth profile in

Table 3. Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient 1s ; linear correlation
coefficient 1l ; root mean square deviation (rmsd) s.

Protein Lysozyme Interleukin-4
Coefficient 1s 1l s 1s 1l s

RNCR
2i vs Rtrue

2i 0.61 0.65 0.57 0.69 0.81 0.69
RNCR
1i vs Rexp

1i 0.55 0.63 0.14 0.54 0.75 0.13
hNCR
NHi vs h

exp
NHi 0.12 0.03 0.16 0.75 0.77 0.17

Table 4. Comparison between predicted and experimental spectral densi-
ties. The spectral densities JSDMii #0$ were calculated using
Rtrue
2i " Rapp

2i ! Rex i .

Lysozyme Interleukin-4
1s 1l 1s 1l

JNCRii #0$ vs JSDMii #0$ 0.60 0.63 0.64 0.77
JNCRii #wN$ vs JSDMii #wN$ 0.63 0.67 0.60 0.80
JNCRii #wh$ vs JSDMii #wh$ !0.23 !0.14 0.66 0.71

Figure 2. Local root mean square deviations sm between NCR predictions of RNCR
1i , RNCR

2i , hNCR
NHi and the experimental

quantities Rexp
1i , R

true
2i , hexp

NHi, based on an average over five consecutive residues. The global rmsd s is indicated by
(a). At the top of the figure secondary structure elements are represented, with a-helices as shaded boxes and
b-strands as arrows. Results are given for a) Lysozyme[17] and b) Interleukin-4.
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a-helices. Moreover, relaxation is faster for NH vectors that are
nearly parallel to the principal axis of the diffusion tensor. In
the case of overall isotropic diffusion (^ in Figure 4), a non-uni-
form profile of relaxation rates is predicted, which is typical of
the presence of internal dynamics. Clearly, neither of these two
naive models is able to reproduce the experimental data. Only
when taking global anisotropy and local mobility into account

(red circles) do the predicted
rates RNCR

2i reveal a satisfactory
agreement with measurements,
as attested by a rank–order co-
efficient 1s=0.8. The predicted
values of RNCR

1i , RNCR
2i , hNCR

NHi are
compared with experimental
data in Figure 5a. The predicted
values of the spectral density
functions JNCRii #0$, JNCRii #wN$, and
JNCRii #wh$ for anisotropic overall
tumbling with internal dynam-
ics modelled by NCR are com-
pared to the values obtained
from rSDM of the experimental
rates in Figure 5b. Both graph-
ics show very good agreement
between predicted and experi-
mental values, which is corrobo-
rated by large correlation coeffi-
cients 1s and 1l and rather low
root mean square deviation
(rmsd) values s, shown in
Table 5.

4. Discussion

4.1. Determination of Characteristic Internal Diffusion
Time tD

The NCR approach allows one to predict 15N NMR relaxation
rates because the dynamic equations determine the time evo-
lution of all the vectors in the network. As explained in Sec-
tion (2), the timescale of all internal motions in the NCR model
is determined by the value tD=1/6D, where the diffusion con-
stant D is common to all rotators. In order to elaborate on this
aspect, relaxation rates and spectral density functions were
predicted for protein GB3 for different values of tD, as shown
in Figure 6. It can be seen that tD only moderately influences
the values of RNCR

1i and RNCR
2i . Similarly, the values of JNCRii #0$ and

JNCRii #wN$ are hardly modified by changes in tD. Alternatively,
hNCR
NHi rates are strongly affected by changes in tD, which is relat-

ed to the fact that these are largely determined by the values
of the spectral density function at high frequencies (wH, wH*
wN). The variation of hNCR

NHi with tD is in accordance with the sen-
sitivity of the high-frequency component JNCRii #wh$ to tD in the
rSDM analysis of NCR-predicted relaxation rates. The predic-
tions were compared with experiments through the use of the
three estimators 1s, 1l and s, as depicted in Figure 7. These
graphs were used to extract a compromise value of tD ensuring
both satisfactory correlation coefficients 1s and 1l and a low
rmsd s. The value retained for protein GB3 was tD=300 ps.
Similar investigations showed that the choice of the character-
istic internal diffusion time was less critical in Lysozyme and In-
terleukin-4, and tD=300 ps was also retained in these cases.
However, this parameter is not as well-defined for Lysozyme
and Interleukin-4 as it is for protein GB3. The fact that a wide

Figure 3. Comparison of the predicted spectral densities JNCRii #0$, JNCRii #wN$, JNCRii #wh$ (red circles) with the spectral
densities obtained by reduced spectral density mapping JSDMii #0$, JSDMii #wN$, JSDMii #wh$ (blue squares) in a) Lysozyme
and b) Interleukin-4. The spectral densities JSDMii #0$ were calculated by using Rtrue

2i " Rapp
2i ! Rex. At the top of the

figure secondary structure elements are represented, with a-helices as shaded boxes and b-strands as arrows.

Figure 4. Experimental (blue squares) and predicted transverse relaxation
rates R2 for protein GB3. The models (NCR+anisotropic tumbling), (rigid
body+anisotropic tumbling), and (NCR+ isotropic tumbling) are referred to
by (red circles), (white circles) and (green diamonds), respectively. At the top
of the figure secondary structure elements are represented, with a-helices
as blue boxes and b-strands as pink arrows.
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range of tD values is acceptable for these proteins is related to
the difficulty of obtaining satisfactory predictions for hNCR

NHi .
This strategy, however, is only an empirical way of determin-

ing an adequate set of parameters that ensures good agree-
ment with the experiments. In order to gain better insight, we
plotted the eigenvalue distribution of the matrix A of Equa-
tion (7). As seen in Equations (7)–(10), the frequency distribu-
tion of the motions predicted by the NCR model, that is, the
range of the eigenvalues in Equation (10), is scaled by tD. The
histogram and the cumulative distribution of the eigenvalues
obtained for the three trial values tD=100,300, 900 ps are rep-
resented in Figure 8. A vertical dashed line is drawn at the
value 2pwH to guide the eye. For large values of tD, almost all
eigenvalues l are smaller than 2pwH, with a cumulative distri-
bution close to unity at this frequency. Alternatively, for the
short value tD=100 ps, most eigenvalues are larger than 2pwH.

This seems to indicate that the
more numerous the eigenvalues
smaller than 2pwH, the larger
their contribution to the spec-
tral density function at frequen-
cies wH and wH*wN. Thus,
JNCRii #wh$ is critically sensitive to
this eigenvalue distribution, and
is overestimated if tD is too
long, and underestimated if it is
too short, as shown in Fig-
ure 6b. An adequate compro-
mise is thus found for an inter-
mediate value tD=300 ps. An
interpretation of these observa-
tions is the aim of subsequent
work.

4.2. Local Anisotropy and
Relaxation Rates

Equations (3) and (13) illustrate
the fact that the anisotropy of
local motions introduced by the
NCR potential may contribute
to the global correlation func-
tions Cii(t) only if the overall dif-
fusion is anisotropic. Indeed, in-
spection of Equation (13) shows
that, in addition to the usual
term 1! 3 u2

ix % u2
iy

D E

corre-
sponding to S2ii in the isotropic
case, there is a supplementary
term ei " u2

ix ! u2
iy

D E

which also
contributes to the asymptotic
limit C I

ii#1$. Thus, the NCR ap-
proach allows one to assess the
contribution of local anisotropy
to the total spectral density
function by calculating
u2
ix % u2

iy

D E

from the terms u2
ix

% &

and u2
iy

D E

in the covariance matrix.[1, 2] The local anisotropy pa-
rameter ei for the protein GB3 is shown in Figure 9. These
values should be compared to u2

ix % u2
iy

D E

, which lies between
0.1 and 0.03 for S2ii in [0.6, 0.9] . It is seen that the protein exhib-
its significant anisotropy of local motions along its backbone,
particularly in the four b-strands. By contrast, no significant
local anisotropy is observed for the N–H vectors in the a-helix.
However, it is striking that the anisotropy of the local motion
does not contribute significantly to the correlation function.
Indeed, the correlation functions calculated for protein GB3 by
retaining only the terms involving u2

ix % u2
iy

D E

and
uix#0$uix#t$ % uiy#0$uiy#t$
% &

in Equation (13) were indistinguisha-
ble from those obtained by including the terms containing ei,
and yielded exactly the same relaxation rates. Moreover, a
model-free analysis performed on rates calculated with and
without ei terms yielded the same dynamic parameters (not

Table 5. Comparison of predicted and experimental parameters for Protein GB3. The spectral densities JSDMii #0$
were calculated by using Rtrue

2i " Rapp
2i ! Rex.

protein GB3 Anisotropic Tumbling Anisotropic Tumbling Isotropic Tumbling
With NCR No Internal Motions With NCR

1s 1l s 1s 1l s 1s 1l s

RNCR
2i vs Rtrue

2i 0.80 0.85 0.37 0.58 0.59 1.18 0.72 0.76 0.46
RNCR
1i vs Rexp

1i 0.68 0.79 0.14 0.13 0.04 0.50 0.59 0.73 0.17
hNCR
NHi vs h

exp
NHi 0.51 0.76 0.12 0.37 0.20 0.21 0.46 0.79 0.12

JNCRii #0$ vs JSDMii #0$ 0.80 0.87 – 0.62 0.67 – 0.68 0.72 –
JNCRii #wN$ vs JSDMii #wN$ 0.67 0.78 – 0.07 0.03 – 0.62 0.75 –
JNCRii #wh$ vs JSDMii #wh$ 0.49 0.67 – 0.41 0.36 – 0.39 0.67 –

Figure 5. a) Comparison of RNCR
1i , RNCR

2i , hNCR
NHi (red circles) with Rexp

1i , R
true
2i " Rapp

2i ! Rex, h
exp
NHi (blue squares) in the aniso-

tropically tumbling protein GB3. b) Comparison of JNCRii #0$, JNCRii #wN$, JNCRii #wh$ (red circles) versus JSDMii #0$, JSDMii #wN$,
JSDMii #wh$ (blue squares). At the top of the figure secondary structure elements are represented, with a-helices as
blue boxes and b-strands as pink arrows.
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shown). This can be understood by analyzing the evolution of
the total correlation functions Cii(t) at times so short that the
time dependence of the global diffusion in Equation (13) can
be approximated by e!Drt , 1! Drt. In this case, one obtains
[Eq. (17)]:

Cii#t$ ,
X

r"%2

r"0

1! Drt# $ xir;1S
2
ii%

'

xir;2 u2
ix ! u2

iy

D Eeq

%3xir;3 uix#0$uix#t$ % uiy#0$uiy#t$
% &

% xir;4 uix#0$uix#t$ ! uiy#0$uiy#t$
% &(

#17$

Figure 6. NCR-predicted relaxation rates (left) and spectral densities JNCRii #0$, JNCRii #wN$, JNCRii #wh$ (right) of protein GB3 for three different values tD=100 ps
(yellow); tD=300 ps (red) ; tD=900 ps (green).

Figure 7. Spearman rank-order (1s), linear (1l) correlation coefficients, and
rmsd (s) obtained from the comparison of RNCR

1i , RNCR
2i and hNCR

NHi with experi-
mental values as a function of tD.

Figure 8. Eigenvalues {li} of the matrix A of Equation (7) for tD values of
100 ps (yellow), 300 ps (red) and 900 ps (green): histogram (left) and cumula-
tive distribution (right).

Figure 9. Local anisotropy parameter ei of the local motions calculated for
the protein GB3. At the top of the figure secondary structure elements are
represented, with a-helices as boxes and b-strands as arrows.
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Using the relationships
P

2

r"0
xir;1 "

P

2

r"0
xir;3 " 1 and

P

2

r"0
xir;2 "

P

2

r"0
xir;4 "0, it follows that [Eq, (18)]:

Cii#t$, S2ii % 3 uix#0$uix#t$ % uiy#0$uiy#t$
% &

!t
X

r"%2

r"0

Drxir;1S
2
ii % 3Drxir;3 uix#0$uix#t$ % uiy#0$uiy#t$

% &

!t
X

r"%2

r"0

Drxir;2 u2
ix ! u2

iy

D Eeq
%Drxir;4 uix#0$uix#t$ ! uiy#0$uiy#t$

% &

#18$

Therefore, significant contributions to the anisotropy of the

local motion can be anticipated only when
P

2

r"0
Drxir;2 or

P

2

r"0
Drxir;4 are not close to zero, which is expected only in pro-

teins with pronounced overall anisotropic tumbling, D j j@D? .
[9]

This allows one to justify a posteriori the model-free analysis of
relaxation rates in proteins with moderately anisotropic overall
tumbling, where the derivation of an order parameter is based
on the assumption of axially symmetric internal motions.[7,24,25]

Indeed, we show here that the NCR-predicted contributions of
local motional anisotropy to the total correlation function and
therefore to the relaxation rates remain negligible in cases
where the anisotropy of overall tumbling is moderate, which
helps one to understand why an order parameter S2ii can still
be defined.

5. Conclusions

Herein, we demonstrate the ability of the NCR approach to
predict relaxation rates in several proteins. This approach
allows one to predict relaxation rates starting from 3D protein
structures. The effect of anisotropic overall tumbling is investi-
gated with application to the case of the protein GB3. Our
findings suggest that the measurements of spin relaxation
rates due to auto-correlated fluctuations do not provide a truly
satisfactory route to investigate the anisotropy of internal mo-
tions. However, the use of alternative observables such as re-
sidual dipolar couplings or cross-correlated relaxation rates
may allow the determination of such contributions.
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